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Abstract—The γ-TiAl based Ti-Al-Mn-Nb alloys were fabricated
by selective laser melting (SLM) on the TC4 substrate. The
microstructures of the alloys were investigated in detail. The results
reveal that the alloy without electromagnetic stirring (EMS) consists
of γ-TiAl phase with tetragonal structure and α2-T i3Al phase
with hcp structure, while the alloy with applied EMS consists of
γ-TiAl, α2-T i3Al and α-Ti with hcp structure, and the morphological
structure of the alloy without EMS which exhibits near lamellar
structure and the alloy with EMS shows duplex structure, the alloy
without EMS shows some microcracks and pores while they are not
observed in the alloy without EMS. The microhardness and wear
resistance values decrease with applied EMS.

Keywords—Selective laser melting, γ-TiAl based alloys,
microstructure, properties, electromagnetic stirring.

I. INTRODUCTION

THe γ-TiAl based alloys are important candidate materials

for high temperature applications, especially aerospace

and automotive industries, due to their attractive properties

such as low density, high specific strength and creep resistance

[1]-[4]. However, the alloys suffer from low ductility and

toughness at ambient temperature and are difficult to process

by conventional processing routes [5], [6].

SLM is an additive manufacturing technique and enables

the production of individual metal components with complex

geometries layer by layer, according to a 3D-CAD

volume model, without the need of part-specific tooling or

preproduction costs [7]-[10], which provides a new approach

for fabricating difficult-to-machine alloy components. In recent

years, intensive researches have been performed in the SLM

of γ-TiAl based alloys. the γ-TiAl based alloys fabricated by

SLM, the microstructure of the alloys which exhibit extremely

fine grains due to rapid solidification processing, leading to an

improved the alloys property [11], [12].

The research of SLM of γ-TiAl based alloys confirmed

that the microstructure of the alloys strongly depended on

laser parameters, namely, the high laser energy density was
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leading to finer microstructure [9], [13]. In addition, the

alloying elements are one of the most effective methods for

the structural change and grain refinement. Therefore, the

influences of various alloying elements in the fabrication of

γ-TiAl based alloys were studied. The results showed that

the microstructure significantly refined through the alloying

with B, V, Y, Mo, and Cr elements [14]-[16]. However,

the grain refinement is still limited. Due to high residual

stresses associated with SLM during the solidification and

the rapid solidification, this causes cracks and pores due

to low ductility of γ-TiAl based alloys. With this respect,

the EMS is applied, because the EMS can introduce a

convective flow across the solid-liquid interface, on other hand,

the introduction of a convective flow during solidification

will redistribute the solute throughout the materials, thus,

will increase the thermal expansion and reduce the residual

stresses, temperature gradient, segregation, and lead to more

grain refinement or structural changes. Therefore, in this work,

the γ-TiAl based Ti-Al-Mn-Nb alloy without and with EMS is

fabricated by SLM on the TC4 substrate. The effects of EMS

on microstructure and properties of the alloy were investigated

in detail and compared with the alloy without EMS.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The pure Ti plate with the size of 30mm×20mm×20mm
was chosen as a substrate material. The Al, Mn, and Nb

for each element, 99.90 at% purity,-200mesh respectively,

were blended by ball grinder according to the composition

listed in Table I, which were chosen as SLM materials.

There are four primary components of the SLM assembly:

the laser system, the powder delivery system, the controlled

environment, and the CAD is driven motion control system.

A 5 KW continuous-wave CO2 laser unit was used. Based on

the preliminary experiments, the optimized laser processing

parameters were adopted as follows: laser power 2.0 KW,

laser beam diameter 3 mm, scanning velocity 2.5mm/s,

overlapping 30 at%, powder feed rate 3.0 g/min, the argon

flow rate 7.0 L/min. Specimens with the size of 10mm ×
8mm × 8mm were prepared using scanning strategies of

cross-hatching.

During SLM processing, the laser beam was focused on the

substrate to create a melt pool into which the powder feedstock

is delivered through an inert gas (He) flowing through a special
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TABLE I
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TI-AL-MN-NB ALLOYS

Alloy Composition(at.%)
Ti Al Mn Nb

Without EMS 43 48 2 7
With EMS 43 48 2 7

nozzle, where the powder streams converge at the same point

on the focused laser beam. An inert gas shroud containing

argon was used as a protective atmospherefor preventing

oxidation during deposition. And rotating EMS was applied

with 80 mT.

Phase identification of these SLM samples was carried out

using an XRD-6000 X-ray diffraction, equipped with a Ni

filtered, Cu Ka radiation operating at 40 kV and 30 mA. The

structural characteristics and composition were analyzed using

a Zeiss Supra 55 (VP) scanning electron microscopy (SEM)

and an EPMA-1720 electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA).

A DMH-2LS microhardness tester was used to measured

microhardness under a load of 200 N with the duration of

15 s. And a Si3N4 ball with a diameter of 5.96 mm and a

hardness of HV1500 were selected as the wear couple. The

experiment was performed at a normal load of 10N, a sliding

speed of 1.0 mm/s, and a wear time of 30 min.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Microstructure

Fig. 1 shows the X-ray diffraction patterns of the alloys

without and with EMS. The data reveal that the alloy

without EMS mainly consists of γ-TiAl phase with tetragonal

lattice and α2-T i3Al phase with hcp structure as small

volume fraction, while the alloy with EMS consists of

γ-TiAl, α2-T i3Al phase and α-Ti with hcp structure. Further

quantitative analysis using reference intensity method reveals

that the contents of the α2-T i3Al phase increase with

applied EMS, while those of the γ-TiAl phase change in the

opposite trend. To investigate the effects of EMS on structural

parameters, the lattice parameters of the constituent phases of

the alloys without and with EMS are calculated using the least

square method. As shown in Table II, the lattice parameters

of γ-TiAl compound decrease with applied EMS, while those

of the α2-T i3Al compound show more increases in lattice

parameters.

Fig. 2 presents the typical SEM morphologies of the

alloys without and with EMS. As shown in Fig. 2 (a), there

exist of inter-dendrites in the dark matrix, together with the

bright phase in the alloy without EMS and the microstructure

classified as near lamellar structure. EPMA analysis reveals

that the inter-dendrite has a similar composition to the dark

matrix, in which the atomic ratio of titanium and aluminum is

nearly one to one, while the bright phase is rich in titanium

as seen in Table III.

Combining with the XRD analysis, it is indexed that

dendrite and dark matrix correspond to γ-TiAl phase, while

the bright phase corresponds to α2-T i3Al compound. In the

alloy with applied EMS as shown in Fig. 2 (b), there exist

Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction patterns of the alloys without and

with EMS

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of the alloys (a) without EMS, (b)

with EMS

equiaxed grain and lath-shaped in matrix, due to chemical

elements distribution of the alloy obtained by EPMA shown in

Fig. 3, the data revealed that the equiaxed grain corresponds

to α-Ti phase, and lath-shaped to γ-TiAl compound, while the

matrix corresponds to the α2-T i3Al compound. Based on the

above fact, it can be inferred that the microstructure evolution

of the alloy without EMS during solidification process is as

follows:

L−→γ−→γRL+γ−→γ+α2

The super-cooled liquid is solidified by the dendritic growth

of the primary γ-TiAl phase followed by α-Ti transformation

of the remaining interdendritic liquid (RL). Upon cooling, a

eutectoid reaction of α-Ti occurs, leading to the formation of a

mixture consisting of α2-T i3Al plus γ-TiAl according to Ti-Al

phase diagram Fig. 4, and exhibit near lamellar microstructure.

While microstructure evaluation of the alloy with EMS during

solidification process is as follows:

α+γRL−→γ+α+α2

TABLE II
THE LATTICE PARAMETERS OF THE CONSTITUENT PHASES

Alloy γ-TiAl α2-T i3Al α-Ti
a(nm) c(nm) a(nm) c(nm) a(nm) c(nm)

Without EMS 0.4238 0.4279 0.3264 0.5328 — —
With EMS 0.4152 0.4198 0.3328 0.5424 0.2137 0.3765
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Fig. 3 EPMA chemical elements distribution of the alloy with EMS (a) Ti, (b) Al, (c) Nb and (d) Mn

The solidification pathway during the SLM processing of

the alloy has been experienced a peritectic reaction which is

solidified by the dendritic growth of the primary α-Ti phase,

upon cooling followed by transformation of the remaining

interdendritic liquid, leading to the formation of a mixture

consisting of α-Ti, γ-TiAl and α2-T i3Al phase according to

Ti-Al phase diagram Fig. 4. The composition of the alloy

gradually shifts towards rich-Ti zone, which not only decreases

the volume fraction of the γ-TiAl phase, but also reduces

the temperature range of solidification, with applied EMS,

the introduction of a convective flow across the solid-liquid

interface (SLI) and into the mushy zone during solidification of

a metals, this process was redistributed the solute throughout

the molten metals, thus, reduces the solute concentration

gradient and temperature gradient in melt materials. The

redistribution of the solute within the bulk liquid was leading

to changes in segregation of the alloying leading to grain

refinement. This in turn, enlarges primary dendrite spacing

and increases the inter-dendritic fluid flow rate, causing the

decreases of inter-dendritic segregation. As a result, the

morphology of the γ-TiAl and α2-T i3Al phase changes from

near lamellar to lath-shaped in a matrix with applied EMS. The

volume fraction of α2-T i3Al phase is significantly increases

due to the sequential shift of alloy composition towards rich-Ti

zone, and microstructure is classified as a duplex structure.

And the microcracks and pores are successfully reduced in

compared with previous study.

IV. MICROSTRUCTURAL DEFECTS

A. microcracks

Fig. 5 shows the microcracks formed during the fabrication

process, in fact, the rate of heat extraction is expected to

Fig. 4 Binary Ti Al phase diagram according to the

assessment of Schuster and Palm [17]

decreases with each layer of the laser deposition due to

a decrease in the temperature gradient between liquid and

solid phase [18],[19]. Therefore, due to continuous heating,

re-melting and high cooling rate, such instability by the

variation at a temperature gradient of the laser deposition

layers will lead to different grain size, small volume fraction

and different thickness of the constituent phases, thus, leads

to microcrack in fabricated alloys [20]. Furthermore, the

microcrack formed near to substrate and directed toward the

substrate due to the difference at a temperature gradient

between the substrate and deposited layers, so the thermal

instability becomes the main reason for microcrack formation.

Despite the fact that the small molten pool in the existence

of evaporated materials increases the stresses and reduces the

thermal expansion of the molten materials and generated the
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TABLE III
EPMA ANALYSIS RESULTS TAKEN FROM DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE ALLOY WITHOUT EMS

Alloy Dendrite Bright Dark matrix
Ti Al Mn Nb Ti Al Mn Nb Ti Al Mn Nb

Without EMS 44.2 48.5 1.6 5.7 60.7 36.1 1.7 1.5 46.5 46.7 1.5 5.3

cracks, because the bad interface between molten materials

and substrate will increase the surface tension and formed the

microcracks, as presented in the theory of SLM model [18],

[21] and shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 Alloy without EMS Microcracks Mode

Fig. 6 SLM heating/Cooling diagram [18]

B. Pores

Fig. 7 shows the pores, the main reason for the pores

formed during the laser fabricated materials due to very fast

solidification, and some gases were involved in the materials

The solidification rate is very high than the buoyancy velocity

of the entrapped gasses in the melt materials and makes pores

in the fabricated components [18], [20], [21]. On the other

hand, if the energy input is not high enough to melt all the

powders, it will lead to pores areas with partially molten or

un-molten powders around it as shown in Figs. 7 (a) and

(b). It can be assumed that contrary to the low energy input

leading to pores in some regions because the energy input

seems to be too high leading to thermal tensions which are not

tolerated by the material and this results in thermal induced

microcracks [18], [19]. This wormhole is generally caused

when the intermediate cooling is present or might be due to

an abnormal material flow during the welding. The porosity

is an important factor in the final residual stress state, as the

pores are stress-free zone in a highly stressed material, causing

relaxation in the direct vicinity of the pores [18], [20]. Overall

these microcracks and pores are also relatively correlated to the

microhardness and ductility of the alloys increase and decrease

with microhardness and this is in a good agreement with our

previous work and confirmed by [18]-[21].

Fig. 7 Alloy without EMS pores Mode

V. PROPERTIES

A. Microhardness

The detailed investigation is on the average microhardness

values of the alloys without and with EMS. For the alloy

without EMS, high microhardness value is about 2000 Hv,

while the microhardness value decreases with applied EMS

and the value is about 1783 Hv. Despite the fact that the

higher volume fraction of γ-TiAl for the alloy without EMS

leads to the higher microhardness of the alloy, the higher
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volume fraction of α-Ti and α2-T i3Al decreases the volume

fraction of γ-TiAl. The alloy with EMS plays a leading role

in decreasing the microhardness of the alloy with applied

EMS. In addition the EMS leading to more grain refinement

meanwhile reduces solution strengthening of the alloy as the

previous study and decreases the microhardness of the alloy.

B. Tribological Properties

The friction coefficient and worn volume of the alloy

without and with EMS are 0.15, 0.08mm3 and 0.22, 0.09mm3

respectively, with the lowest friction coefficient and the lowest

worn volume obtained by the alloy without EMS. In order to

identify the mechanism underlying the above change values of

the studied alloys, the worn surface morphologies of the alloys

were observed by SEM shown in Fig. 8. The alloy without

EMS owing to the formation of a near lamellar structure

with high hardness and low lattice mismatch, only slight

abrasive wear takes place on the worn surface of the alloy

as shown in Fig. 8 (a). While for the alloy with applied EMS,

the stress fatigue wear is obviously observed, because the

formation of α-Ti, α2-T i3Al and the fine lath-shaped γ-TiAl

phase is quite effortlessly cut as shown in Fig. 8 (b). Despite

the fact that higher volume fraction of α-Ti and α2-T i3Al
phase in the alloy reduced the anti-abrasive wear ability due

to a decrease of microhardness, which is demonstrated by

broader and deeper plowing grooves. The schematic diagram

of rotating EMS flow pattern shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Worn surface of the alloys (a) without EMS and (b)

with EMS

VI. CONCLUSION

The EMS is very effective to structural changes and

grain refinement. The microcracks and pores associated with

high residual stress of SLM, rapid solidification and low

Fig. 9 Flow pattern generated by rotational EM field [22]

ductility of γ-TiAl based alloys are completely reduced with

applied EMS. Meanwhile the microhardness and tribological

properties decrease with applied EMS, due to reduction in

the volume fraction of γ-TiAl and increases of α2-T i3Al and

α-Ti, we strongly recommend more research of SLM with

applied EMS.
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